YOUR EATS

top quarantine recipes

So, you stayed home did ya? What did you do
to pass the time during lockdowns, shutdowns,
isolations, and quarantines? How many new
recipes were you able to try out? There were
a lot of great ones that were trending on social
media and in ‘the media’ too. Some of them
were so good and so popular they needed to be
documented and immortalized in print. Instanticed coffee, pasta, meat dishes, vegan dishes,
baking cookies, breads, and the list went on and
on.

‘COVID-calories’ or ‘Pandemic-Pounds’ could
almost have been a thing. Some world-famous
companies graciously released the recipes for
the foods they are so well known for. Did you miss
the desserts at Disney, or perhaps eating at the
IKEA Restaurant, or the warm cookies when you
checked into a Hilton Doubletree Hotel? When you
couldn’t get to your fav coffee shop, did you jump
online and find recipes to make your own? Many
of us did, and it was glorious!

The recipe for dalgona
whipped coffee can be
traced back to South
Korea. The coffee gets
its name from a popular
street toffee, and early
posts of the whipped
coffee originated in
Korea. Currently, Korean
YouTuber J’adore’s
instructional video has
nearly 10 million views.
This content is borrowed
from YouTube.
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Ikea shared the recipe
for its iconic Swedish
meatballs to help pople
get through their time
at home during the
pandemic. “Staying at
home can be hard, but
we want to help make
everyone’s lives that
little bit easier and more
enjoyable,” Ikea’s food
manager said in the news
release. “Bon appétit or,
smaklig måltid, as we say
in Sweden!”

If you have ever stayed
at a DoubleTree by Hilton
hotel, then you likely have
been greeted at checkin with one of these
cookies.More than 30
million are eaten every
year. Plus, it was the
first food to be baked in
space. In an Instagram
post, DoubleTree said
they’ve received “lots of
messages” from people
saying they miss the
famous cookies.

ENJOY!
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